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We present a theoretical and experimental study of analyte
preconcentration via peak mode isotachophoresis (ITP).
We perform perturbation analysis of the governing equa-
tions that includes electromigration, diffusion, buffer
reactions, and nonlinear ionic strength effects. This
analysis relaxes the inherent numerical stiffness and
achieves a fast solution to the transient sample evolution
problem. In this model, we have incorporated a semiem-
pirical relation to capture dispersion phenomenon within
ITP interfaces. We also present a simple, closed-form
analytical model that identifies key parameters governing
the preconcentration dynamics in peak mode ITP. We
have validated our models through a detailed experimen-
tal study performed in constant current conditions. The
relevant governing experiment parameters were varied
independently; namely, the leading electrolyte concentra-
tion, trailing electrolyte concentration, and current. Through
our experimental study, we have identified optimum
conditions to achieve high preconcentration ratio and
sample accumulation rates. Our approach to the theoreti-
cal problem and experimental study provides useful
guidelines in optimizing parameters such as detector
location, ITP duration, and electrolyte composition in ITP
preconcentration and separation assays.

On-chip capillary electrophoresis has evolved as a chemical
and biological analysis technology of choice in a variety of
applications and offers the potential of parallel, high-throughput
assays with low reagent volumes.1,2 However, smaller sample
volume and shallow channel depth in planar wet-etched microf-
luidic devices can result in lower sensitivity due to shorter optical
path length. Hence preconcentration techniques are often required
to improve sample loading and detection sensitivity.3

A number of electrokinetic preconcentration techniques exist
and have been reviewed extensively.3–5 These are classified as
focusing techniques if the drift velocity of ions reduces and
changes sign across the focus point (e.g., allowing analyte zones
to reach steady state) and as stacking techniques if the drift

velocity reduces but does not change sign.6 Common stacking
methods include field-amplified sample stacking (FASS),7 field-
amplified sample injection,8 and pH mediated stacking; 9 and
focusing techniques include isoelectric focusing (IEF),10 temper-
ature gradient focusing (TGF),11 and electric field gradient
focusing.12 Isotachophoresis (ITP) remains a popular preconcen-
tration technique for on-chip electrophoresis due to its robustness,
ubiquity, and ease of implementation.13 Like other focusing
techniques, it offers inherent preconcentration effects that counter
dispersion and offers selective (mobility based) preconcentration.

In the simplest version of ITP, analytes segregate into distinct
zones characterized by a plateau shape at steady state.14 For
strong, univalent electrolytes, composition of these plateau zones
can be estimated using the Kohlrausch regulating function
(KRF).15Analogousconservationlawsexist forweakelectrolytes.16,17

However, such analyses are not applicable to typical ITP precon-
centration as trace analytes rarely form plateau zones. For typical
cases involving trace analytes, ITP zone widths are on the order
of the interface width of adjacent zones.18,19 The latter ITP regime
has been called the peak mode20 or spike mode21 where the
focused analyte concentration profile is approximately Gaussian.22

Unlike the plateau mode, sample zone shapes in peak mode ITP
are governed by the electric field gradient and dispersion at the
leading-trailing (LE-TE) boundary.23 Here, application of KRF
theory (or similar models for plateau ITP) can be highly inac-
curate; for example, KRF can overpredict analyte concentration
by 5 or more orders of magnitude.24
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In this paper, we describe the theoretical and experimental
study of the transient sample preconcentration in peak mode ITP.
We present a numerical solution to the area averaged equations
for species transport and employ regular perturbation analysis to
reduce the numerical stiffness and simplify the solution. We use
a semiempirical estimate of dispersion coefficient which captures
trends in zone shape and sample peak concentration. We also
present a simple 1D analytical model for estimating the analyte
accumulation rate and preconcentration ratio. The latter identifies
key experiment parameters that govern the dynamics. We also
performed an experimental parametric study of ITP preconcen-
tration (in constant current mode) which isolates the effect of the
governing parameters. The study validates the models and
provides a guide to experimental design and optimization of
practical ITP assays.

THEORY
Qualitative Assay Description. In ITP preconcentration

experiments, the sample species are added to the trailing
electrolyte (TE) to improve sample loading and avoid unusually
high electroosmotic flow (EOF) that can occur in the hydrody-
namic injections of the sample zone.24,25 An initial interface
between the leading (LE) and TE is established as shown
schematically in Figure 1. When an electric field is applied, sample
ions overspeed the slow trailing ions and accumulate at the
migrating LE-TE interface. Because of the low concentration of
sample ions in the TE zone compared to other background ions
(typically ∼1000-fold or more lower), the LE and TE boundaries
move at nearly identical speed as in typical ITP.

Perturbation Analysis for Peak Mode ITP Preconcentra-
tion Dynamics. A generalized model for the transport of
electrolyte species requires modeling of acid-base equilibrium
reactions26,27 and the ionic strength dependence of species
mobility and activity. Gas et al.28 presented such an electromi-
gration model, and these effects are included in the electrophore-
sis software SIMUL 5 available for free use.29 However, these
models have limited application to the peak-mode ITP problem
due to the inherent numerical stiffness that results in numerical
oscillations in the solution. Also, these models do not account for
interface dispersion due to nonuniform EOF which strongly
influences zone width. The current model addresses these
shortcomings by relaxing the numerical stiffness of the problem
using perturbation analysis and incorporating a semiempirical
dispersion model.

For a dilute electrolyte solution, the general advection diffusion
equation for a species i, possessing multivalent states is given by

∂Ci

∂t
+ub · ∇ Ci ) ∇ ·∑

z)z1

zn

(-µi,zCi,zE+Di,z ∇ Ci,z) (1)

where Ci is the total concentration of species i, E is the electric
field, and ub is the bulk velocity due to pressure driven and
electroosmotic flow (EOF). Here, Ci,z is the concentration, Di,z is
the diffusion coefficient, µi,z is the electrophoretic mobility, and z
is the valence of the zth charge state of species i. The concentra-
tion of the zth charge state of species i is related to the (z - 1)th
charge state by the respective acid-base equilibrium reaction
constants.

The electric field distribution can be solved for from the current
conservation equation28

E) j
σ
- F

σ(∑
i
∑
z)z1

zn

zDi,z ∇ Ci,z) (2)

where σ is the conductivity of the electrolyte defined by σ )
∑ i ∑ z)z1

zn zFµi,zCi,z

The simple ITP preconcentration system, shown in Figure 1,
consists of four electrolyte species: leading ion (L), trailing ion
(T), counterion (C), and sample species (S). In applications of
ITP to trace analytes, even focused sample concentration is much
smaller than the background ion concentration24,30 (here 10-100
µM stacked sample concentration versus 10-100 mM background
ion concentration). In this regime, sample ions have negligible
contribution to the development of a local electric field and
background ion concentration. We show this formally by perform-
ing regular perturbation analysis, treating the ratio of sample
concentration to leading electrolyte concentration as the smallness
parameter ε ) CS/CL.

The dependent variables, namely, species concentrations and
electric field are expanded in terms of ε as Yi ) Yi

0+εYi
1+ε2Yi

2+...,
where ε is the jth order term of variable Yi. We expand the
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13, 838–848.
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(29) http://www.natur.cuni.cz/gas/.
(30) Jung, B.; Zhu, Y.; Santiago, J. G. Anal. Chem. 2007, 79, 345–349.

Figure 1. Schematic of a typical single interface ITP experiment.
An interface between LE and TE is set up at the entrance of well 4,
and high voltage is applied across well 2 and 4 to initiate ITP
preconcentration. Schematics b and c show the distribution and
concentration profile of the leading, trailing, and sample ions across
the LE-TE interface after initiating ITP. Also shown are six detection
regions (numbered 1-6) located 4.5, 9.5, 13.5, 21, 31, and 41 mm
downstream of the TE well, respectively.
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variables of eq 1 and 2 and compare terms with identical powers
of ε in the resulting equation. The resulting zeroth order equations
for the background ions (LE, TE, and counterion) and the electric
field are given by

∂Ci
0

∂t
+ub · ∇ Ci

0 ) ∇ ·∑
z)z1

zn

(-µi,zCi,z
0 E0+Di,z ∇ Ci,z

0 ) (3)

The expressions for E0 and σ0 are same as those in eq 2 with
concentration term Ci,z replaced by Ci,z

0 .
For the sample ion concentration, we obtain simply CS

0 ) 0 as
the zeroth order term, and for the first order term

∂CS
1

∂t
+ub · ∇ CS

1 ) ∇ ·∑
z)z1

zn

(-µS,zCS,z
1 E0+DS,z ∇ CS,z

1 ) (4)

We infer two important results from this which helps us
simplify the solution: (a) The zeroth order equations for back-
ground species and electric field do not depend on the sample
ion concentration. (b) The first order sample concentration
depends on the zeroth order electric field distribution.

Next, we perform area-averaging of zeroth order background
species concentration and electric field and of first order sample
concentration equations to obtain one-dimensional area-averaged
species transport equations. The resulting equation for back-
ground ions is given by

∂〈Ci
0〉

∂t
+ 〈ub

0 〉
∂〈Ci

0〉
∂x

) ∂

∂x∑
z)z1

zn (-µi,z〈Ci,z
0 〉 〈E0〉 +Deff,i,z

∂〈Ci,z
0 〉

∂x )
(5)

We here lump the dispersion effect due to nonuniform bulk
velocity and electric field into an effective dispersion coefficient
Deff defined in eq 8. The operator 〈 f(x,y)〉 denotes area-averaging
of the variable f(x,y); here this is an integral over the transverse
direction, 〈 f(x,y)〉 ) 1 / 2h∫-h

h f(x,y)dy .
The area-averaged equations for the zeroth order electric field

and for first order sample concentration are

〈E0〉 ) j
〈σ0〉

- F
〈σ0〉 (∑i

∑
z

zDeff,i,z

∂〈Ci,z
0 〉
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1 〉

∂x )
(7)

Here 〈σ0〉 is the area averaged conductivity given by 〈σ0〉 )
∑ i ∑ z)z1

zn zFµi,z〈Ci,z
0 〉

The effective dispersion coefficient Deff accounts for axial
diffusion and for shearing of the interface due to deviation of
concentration and the electric and bulk velocity field from the
area-averaged values and is given by

Deff,i,z

∂〈Ci,z
0 〉

∂x
≡ Di,z

∂〈Ci,z
0 〉

∂x
- µi,z〈C′i,z

0 E′0〉 - 〈u′b
0C′i,z

0 〉 (8)

The deviation terms for concentration, electric field, and bulk
velocity are defined as C′i,z0 ) Ci,z

0 - 〈Ci,z
0 〉 , E′0 ) E0 - 〈E0〉 and ub

′0

) ub
0 - 〈ub

0〉. Equations 5 and 6 describe the transient development
of the LE-TE interface. The LE-TE interface is initially dispersed
over a lengthscale d, and the characteristic time to steady state is
τ ) d/µ0E0, where µ0 and E0 are the characteristic electrophoretic
mobility and electric field scales. For a typical ITP experiment,
d∼ 100 µM, µ0∼ 1 × 10-8 m2/V s and E0∼ 100 V/cm, resulting in
a characteristic evolution time τ ∼ 1 s. Background ions and
electric field distributions therefore reach steady state quickly (∼1
s) compared to the time scale over which sample preconcentration
occurs (described by eq 7, ∼100 s or more). We, therefore, first
solve for the background species and electric field evolution over
the short time scale. The steady state, zeroth order, area-averaged
electric field 〈E0〉 solution (i.e., when the disturbance wave due
to interface relaxation has moved out of the computational domain)
is used to solve for the transient sample growth of the sample via
eq 7. By decoupling these two transient processes, occurring over
disparate time scales, we reduce the computational time for sample
evolution to ∼10 min compared to, for example, a 4-5 h run time
for SIMUL.

While solving for the background species evolution, at each
location and time step, we correct for the effect of ionic strength
on the fully ionized mobility and pKa of background electrolyte
species using the Pitts equation31 and the Truesdell-Jones32

model (see relations in Supporting Information). The fully dis-
sociated electrophoretic mobilities and pKa of the LE and TE
species were determined from the database available in SIMUL.28

The electrophoretic mobility of Alexa-Fluor 488 was determined
via on-chip electrokinetic injection in independent experiments
in a homogeneous buffer. We also performed electrophoretic
injections of Rhodamine B (a neutral marker) to quantify the
electroosmotic flow. A plot of the mobility of Alexa Fluor as a
function of ionic strength of the histidine-phenylpropionic acid
solution (pH ) 5.3) is given in the Supporting Information in
Figure S-1. The diffusion coefficients of the species were deter-
mined from fully ionized mobility values using the Nernst-Einstein
relationship. The effective dispersion coefficient (Deff,i) described
in eq 8 is therefore the only unknown parameter in the model
and is obtained semiempirically, as described later. Note Deff,i is
useful only in predicting the concentration profile of the analyte
and is not required to predict the analyte accumulation rate and
peak migration speed. We solve eqs 5–7 using MATLAB’s partial
differential equation solver PDEPE.

Analytical Model for Sample Accumulation Rate. We
present analytical expressions for total moles and concentration
of sample accumulated at the LE-TE interface for the peak-mode
ITP regime. A summary of the analysis and results is presented
here, while more details can be found in the Supporting Informa-
tion. In this analysis, the leading and trailing electrolytes consist
of weak, univalent acids/bases and the pH jump across the LE-TE
interface is not significant. We here use the result inferred from
the perturbation analysis earlier: namely, that dilute sample ions
do not contribute substantially to the conductivity of the ITP zone.
The composition of the TE zone consisting of weak univalent

(31) Robinson, R. A.; Stokes, R. H. Electrolyte Solutions, the Measurement and
Interpretation of Conductance, Chemical Potential, and Diffusion in Solutions
of Simple Electrolytes; Butterworth: Guilford, U.K. 1965.

(32) Truesdell, A. H.; Jones, B. F. U.S. Geol. Surv. 1974, 2, 233–248.
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electrolytes can be readily obtained using Jovin’s17 and Alberty’s16

relations. The result has a form similar to that obtained using the
Kohlrausch regulating function15 for fully ionized species

CT
te )CL

leµT
te

µL
le(µC

le + |µL
le|

µC
te + |µT

te|) (9)

where |µ| denotes the absolute value of electrophoretic mobility
µ (signed quantity). The sample concentration in the regulated
TE zone (where LE species have been displaced by TE) is related
to the initial sample concentration in the well and the ratio of
conductivities of the regulated TE zone and TE well:

CS
te )

RS
te,wellµs

te,well

RS
teµs

te

σte

σte,well
CS

te,well (10)

where RS
te,wellis the degree of dissociation of sample ions in the

TE well (where the initial sample-TE mixture is loaded).
The accumulation rate of sample ions equals their net elec-

tromigration influx from the TE zone (in the frame moving with
the interface) since the diffusive fluxes are important only within
the interface, and therefore, dNS/dt ) (µS

teEte - VITP)CS
te where

ETE is the electric field in the regulated TE zone and VITP is the
isotachophoretic velocity of the LE-TE interface given by

VITP )
RL

leµL
lej

σle
)

RT
teµT

tej
σte

(11)

On integrating the sample accumulation equation in time,
substituting for CS

te, and simplifying, we obtain the following
expression of accumulated moles of sample ions at a distance x
downstream of the initial LE-TE interface location

NS )
(RS

teµS
te -RT

teµT
te)

RL
leµL

le

RS
te,wellµS

te,well

RS
teµS

te

σle

σte,well
CS

te,wellx (12)

Here we used the fact that VITP is constant and so x ) VITPt,
converting time to distance, x, along the separation channel. The
analytical solution for the concentration profiles at the interface
for fully ionized electrolyte species has been derived by Coxon et
al.33 On the basis of similar analysis, we obtain an estimate of the
width of the interface of weak electrolytes, assuming the effective
degree of dissociation of LE and TE ions do not change
significantly across the interface.

w ≈ 2kT
e

RL
le +RT

te

RL
leRT

te

RT
teµT

te

(RL
leµL

le -RT
teµT

te)

σle

j
(13)

Notably, we have verified that the width predictions from this
expression agree very well with the complete numerical solution
using SIMUL even when the pH jump across interface is almost
2 units. This shows the weak dependence of interface width on
variations in the degree of dissociation across the interface.

Lastly, leveraging eqs 12 and 13, we obtain the concentration
of sample species at the LE-TE interface,

CS ≈
NS

w
)K j

σte,well
CS

te,wellx (14)

whereK is a function of effective mobilities of LE, TE, and the
sample species. Equations 12–14 show the influence of key
parameters such as current density and TE and LE concentrations
on the dynamics. They also provide an estimate of maximum
analyte concentration in the absence of dispersion effects. As we
shall discuss in the Results and Discussion section, this simple
model provides an accurate estimate of the peak area (ac-
cumulated moles) and captures trends of the dependence of
sample zone width and concentration on various experiment
parameters fairly well. The main limitation of this analytical model
is the absence of dispersion dynamics, and therefore, the predicted
sample zone width and concentration differ from the experimental
values by up to ∼2-fold.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
We performed controlled single interface ITP experiments to

study the influence of the governing parameters on sample
preconcentration and validate our theoretical model. We impose
constant current conditions to maintain a constant electric field
in the LE and TE zones over time. In all the experiments, we
used histidine-HCl (500 mM stock solution, pH ) 4.3) as the LE
and 3-phenylpropionic acid (50 mM stock solution, titrated with
NaOH to pH ) 4.9) as the TE. We chose to perform these
experiments at low-pH conditions to prevent interference due to
focusing of carbonate ions (from dissolved, atmospheric carbon
dioxide) at the LE-TE interface. We added 1% polyvinyl-pyrroli-
done (PVP) to all solutions as a dynamic coating to suppress
electroosmotic flow.34 We chose Alexa-Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) as
the model analyte due to its excellent photostability and pH
insensitive fluorescence above pH 4.35 We prepared 10 µM stock
solutions of Alexa-Fluor 488 and diluted to a final concentration
of 10 nM in the TE. All the experiments were performed in a
Caliper NS-12A glass microchip with simple-cross geometry and
wet-etched 90 µm wide and 20 µm deep channels.

We used an inverted epifluorescent microscope (IX70, Olym-
pus, Hauppauge, NY) equipped with a mercury lamp, a U-MWIBA
filter-cube from Olympus (460-490/505/515 nm) and a 10× (NA
) 0.4) UPlanApo objective for fluorescence imaging. Images were
captured using a 12 bit, 1300 × 1030 pixel array CCD camera
(Coolsnap, Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ) externally triggered
using an Agilent function generator. We used two sourcemeters
(Keitheley 2410, Cleveland, OH), computer-controlled with Lab-
tracer 2.0, to run constant current experiments at high voltage
(up to 2200 V). We connected their ground terminals, applied a
fixed -1100 V with the first sourcemeter, and used the second
sourcemeter in constant current mode. (We caution that the
sourcemeter should not be connected to a standard power supply
as this can damage the sourcemeter and become a safety hazard.)

ITP Protocol. The protocol schematic is shown in Figure 1.
All channels are initially filled with LE by loading wells 1, 2, and
3, and applying vacuum on well 4. Well 4 is then rinsed with DI

(33) Coxon, M.; Binder, M. J. J. Chromatogr. 1974, 95, 133–145.

(34) Kaneta, T.; Ueda, T.; Hata, K.; Imasaka, T. J. Chromatogr., A 2006, 1106,
52–55.

(35) Panchuk-Voloshina, N.; Haugland, R. P.; Bishop-Stewart, J.; Bhalgat, M. K.;
Millard, P. J.; Mao, F.; Leung, W. Y. J. Histochem. Cytochem. 1999, 47,
1179–1188.
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water several times and loaded with the TE-analyte mixture. We
note that the self-sharpening dynamics of ITP negates the need
for on-chip electrokinetic injection procedures, and the well-to-
channel interface is sufficient to achieve controlled and reproduc-
ible ITP interfaces. We then apply high voltage across wells 2
and 4 and acquire the image of the concentrated ITP sample zone
at six locations downstream of the TE well by manually positioning
the microscope stage. At each location, we obtained a set of 200
images, which were background corrected and normalized with
flat-field images of the microchannel filled with 10 µM Alexa Fluor-
488.24 The normalized images are width-averaged and low-pass
filtered with a two pixel standard deviation Gaussian kernel. We
then use cross-correlations and ensemble averaging of these
intensity measurements to obtain the average speed and axial
concentration profiles of the sample zone. We estimate the width
of the ITP sample zone by measuring the full width at half-
maximum for this ensemble-averaged intensity profile.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From our analytical expressions for sample accumulation rate

and concentration (eqs 12 and 14), we find that sample zone
dynamics in peak mode ITP are governed by current density j,
LE and TE zone conductivity (σle and σte,well). We therefore
systematically varied these key parameters independently in our
experiments.

Speed and Width of Sample Zone and Inference of Deff..
We first present results for the sample zone migration character-
istics and zone width as these influence the focusing dynamics
and the final concentration of the sample zone. Figure 2 shows
the speed of the sample zone at station 6 (41 mm downstream of
the TE well) as a function of current, σle and σte,well. The speed
increases with higher current and lower LE zone conductivity,
both of which result in higher electric field in the LE zone. TE
conductivity does not influence the electric field and the migration
speed. This agrees with the theory since, from eq 11, the speed
of the ITP sample zone is equal to the speed of the leading ions
(which is in turn governed by the electric field in the LE zone).

Next, we analyze the speed and width of the sample zone as
it migrates toward the LE well for constant current conditions.
Figure 3a shows the speed of the sample zone versus location
for various applied currents. Each data point denotes an average
of five realizations and the error bars denote 95% confidence
interval from the Student t distribution. The solid lines are linear
regression fits to experimental data. The speed of the LE-TE
interface is governed by the electric field in the leading zone and
is expected to remain constant under constant current conditions
(also seen from eq 11). However we observe slight reduction in
the sample zone speed with distance (speed at x ) 5 mm is ∼10%
higher than that at x ) 41 mm). This slight decrease in speed is
attributable to a residual level of EOF remaining despite aggres-
sive EOF suppression with 1% PVP dynamic coating. The TE zone
has lower conductivity than the LE, resulting in higher local
electric field (and likely slightly higher residual EOF mobility).
Assuming that the EOF mobility does not differ significantly in
the LE and the TE zones, we can derive a simple relation for
variation of the average EOF velocity as the sample zone migrates
distance x downstream from the TE well.36

Veof )
ε�E

η
)

ε�Ele

η ((RLµL

RTµT
- 1) x

L
+ 1) (15)

Here ε is the permittivity, � is the average zeta potential, η is
the viscosity of the solution, and L is the total length of the
microchannel. We therefore expect a linear increase in average
EOF and decrease in net speed of the sample zone as it migrates,
also seen in Figure 3a.

Next, we discuss the variation of the width of the ITP interface
(as quantified by the width of this “peak mode” sample zone) with
distance for various values of current, as summarized in Figure

(36) Herr, A. E.; Molho, J. I.; Santiago, J. G.; Mungal, M. G.; Kenny, T. W.;
Garguilo, M. G. Anal. Chem. 2000, 72, 1053–1057.

Figure 2. Speed of the analyte zone is plotted as a function of LE
conductivity (σLE,well), current, and TE conductivity (σTE,well) (shown
in inset). The three experimental parameters σLE, σTE,well, and current
were varied independently. For the cases showing variation of speed
with σLE,well (4), the TE was 15 mM Na-phenylpropionic acid and the
current was 10 µA. For cases showing dependence of speed on
current (0), the TE was 15 mM Na-phenylpropionic acid and LE was
240 mM histidine-HCl. Finally, for dependence on σTE,well (O), LE was
240 mM histidine-HCl and the current was 10 µA. The theoretical
predictions of the ITP sample zone speed are shown as solid lines
(with no fitting parameters).

Figure 3. Plot of the speed and width of the sample zone at various
locations downstream of the TE well. Shown are the speed and widths
of the ITP sample zone for various constant current experiments: 5
(O), 8 (0), 10 (]), 12 (4), 15 (3) and 25 µA (/). In all the cases, the
leading and trailing electrolytes were 240 mM histidine-HCl and 15
mM Na-phenylpropionic acid, respectively. Linear regression fits are
shown as solid lines.
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3b. We observe a slight, linear increase in the width of the sample
zone as it migrates over ∼45 mm length. This linear increase is
in contrast to the constant interface width predicted by the
theoretical models to date, which do not account for dispersion
effects.27,28 To our knowledge, Saville’s study37 on effect of EOF
on the structure of ITP boundaries has been the only attempt at
studying dispersion effects in ITP. Saville’s Taylor analysis of the
ITP boundary does not agree well with our experiments, most
likely because it assumed a locally uniform, induced parabolic flow
due to the EOF mismatch leading to axial dispersion that is
balanced by radial diffusion. In contrast, typical ITP flow fields
are fully three-dimensional near the interface with strong velocity
and electric fields gradients38 that induce transverse mixing.

We employ a simple, semiempirical approach to quantifying
dispersion at the ITP interface under conditions of reduced EOF
(and no externally applied pressure gradients). From Figure 3a,b,
we observe that both EOF velocity and the width of the sample
zone increase linearly with distance x from the TE well. This
provides evidence of a linear relationship between the sample zone
width and EOF velocity. The induced pressure gradient, created
due to EOF mismatch, distorts the ITP interface (the term 〈ub

′0Ci,z
′0〉

in eq 8) and generates transverse electric field gradient in the
vicinity of the interface. From our experiment observations of the
ITP interface scalar fields, we hypothesize that the transverse
electromigration flux in the distorted interface region balances
axial dispersion. We perform scaling analysis of the balance of
axial dispersion and transverse electromigration (presented in
Supporting Information) and arrive at an effective dispersion
coefficient of the form Deff ) Di(1 + �Veof a/Di); where Veof is the
average electroosmotic velocity and a is a characteristic channel
dimension (channel width in this case).39 � here scales as [(Ex/
Ey)(µL - µT)/µT], where Ex and Ey are the axial and transverse
electric field components in the interface region, and is used as
a fitting parameter to predict dispersion. By minimizing the error
between the theoretical sample zone width and the experimentally
observed widths, we estimate � ) 2. This single value of � can
be used to quantitatively predict dynamics of the sample zone axial
distribution, across changes in LE, TE, and j.

Figure 4a,b show data for the sample zone width as a function
of current, LE, and TE conductivities. We observe narrower peak
width for high current density and for low LE conductivity
conditions. In peak-mode ITP, the interface width (also, sample
zone width) is governed by the balance of dispersion and
electromigration fluxes of the leading ion, trailing ion, and counter
ion. Under higher electric field (high j and low σLE), the
electromigration flux increases and the interface sharpens. Again
the TE buffer conductivity (σte,well) does not influence the electric
field, and therefore, the width of the ITP sample zone, as is seen
in the inset of Figure 4a. The solid line, dashed line, and
dashed-dotted line, respectively, represent the predicted sample
width using our proposed dispersion model, Saville’s Taylor
dispersion model, and the analytical model of eq 13 above.
Dispersion accounts for a ∼2-fold widening of the interface, and

the Taylor dispersion model deviates from observed trends under
high electric field conditions.

Sample Accumulation and Concentration. Peak area quan-
tifies the accumulated moles of sample and is a critical figure of
merit in determining signal strength and sensitivity. It also
determines extraction efficiency in ITP-based fractionation assays.
Typical plots of total amount and the concentration of analyte
accumulated in the sample zone at various locations downstream
of the TE well for the constant current ITP experiment are shown
in Figure 5. The current was held constant at 10 µA and the
voltage increased linearly from 214 to 740 V as the sample zone

(37) Saville, D. A. Electrophoresis 1990, 11, 899–902.
(38) Bharadwaj, R.; Santiago, J. G. J. Fluid Mech. 2005, 543, 57–92.
(39) This form of the dispersion coefficient is different than the typical form of

Taylor dispersion analyses. However, we do not expect typical Taylor
dispersion analyses to apply here as field gradients are highly three-
dimensional and interface widths are on the order of channel width. (ref
38).

Figure 4. Plots of the ITP sample zone width as a function of current,
LE conductivity (σLE), and TE conductivity (σTE,well) (shown in inset).
The experiment conditions for each case are given in the caption of
Figure 2. The prediction of the width using our dispersion model (with
fitting parameter � ) 2) is shown with a solid line. As a comparison,
predictions from a simple Taylor dispersion model (with Deff assumed
to have the form Deff ) D0(1 + 6/210Pe2), where Pe ) Veofa/D0) are
shown with a dotted line. Predictions from the (pure diffusion)
analytical model are shown with a dashed-dotted curve, respectively.

Figure 5. Plot of the analyte concentration (CS,fin) and accumulated
moles of analyte (NS,fin), nondimensionalized with initial concentration
(CS,ini) and channel length (L), at various locations downstream of
the initial LE-TE interface location. Here, the leading and trailing
electrolytes were 240 mM histidine-HCl and 15 mM Na-phenylpro-
pionic acid, respectively, and current was held constant at 10 µA.
Predictions of CS,fin and NS,fin with the perturbation model are shown
as a black and gray solid line, respectively. The inset plot shows the
concentration profile of the analyte at stations 1, 4, 5, and 6 as a
function of relative axial distance from the peak. The theoretical
predictions of concentration profiles from the perturbation analysis
are shown as dashed curves.
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migrated from x ) 0 to 41 mm. In Figure 5, we plot the total moles
of sample accumulated per unit cross-section area (NS,fin), nondi-
mensionalized with initial sample concentration (CS, ini) and
channel length (L). The peak area and height both increase
linearly with distance. These data show accumulated sample does
not influence the local electric field, and hence, our perturbation
analysis is valid. Further, these data show that the influx of sample
ions into the sample zone under constant current conditions
remains unchanged, resulting in a linear increase in moles of
accumulated sample. The sample concentration also increases
linearly since the width of the ITP interface increases gradually
(∼15% increase in width over the 41 mm distance). The perturba-
tion model predictions for peak area and sample concentration
are shown with dashed curves. The peak area prediction has no
fitting parameter, and sample concentration uses only the empiri-
cal � ) 2 for all cases. We also show measured sample
concentration profiles at station 1, 4, 5, and 6 versus predicted
concentration profiles in the inset of Figure 5.

In Figure 6, we show the effect of the LE, TE conductivity,
and current density (j) on peak area measured at station 6 (x )
41 mm). First, from the plot in the inset of Figure 6, we observe
that the current density does not influence the amount of sample
accumulated for a given distance to the detector. This result also
follows from eq 12. For these measurements, we varied the current
from 5 to 30 µA and fixed the LE and TE concentrations to 240
mM histidine-HCl and 15 mM Na-PPa. At low j, accumulation rates
are lower but the sample takes longer to reach a given distance.
At higher j, the sample zone migrates at higher velocity, but the
accumulation rate is proportionally increased, so it is therefore
independent of j. This is an important consideration in the
placement of detectors and optimizing the preconcentration
duration in ITP-CE assays.

The main section of Figure 6 shows the effect of TE and LE
composition on the moles of accumulated sample. In the top
horizontal axis, we varied LE concentration from 80 to 350 mM
(conductivity 6.62 to 24.4 mS/cm), maintaining the current at 10
µA and the TE concentration at 15 mM Na-PPa. The sample
accumulation initially increases with the increasing LE concentra-
tion (up to 150 mM LE) and subsequently plateaus at higher
concentration. The sample concentration in the regulated TE zone,
and therefore the accumulation rate, increases with the LE

concentration. At higher LE concentration, the peak area asymp-
totes due to the influence of ionic strength on the electrophoretic
mobilities of species. At the given conditions, the multivalent
sample ions experience greater retardation at high ionic strength
than the univalent leading and trailing ion. As a result, for higher
LE concentration (higher ionic strength), the difference between
the sample and the TE mobility reduces so that the difference
(RS

teµS
te - RT

teµT
te) in eq 12 decreases, resulting in a reduced influx

of sample ions into the sample zone.
The bottom horizontal axis of Figure 6 shows the influence of

the TE zone conductivity on sample accumulation. We increased
the conductivity of the TE solution in well 1 from 0.18 to 2.19
mS/cm (TE composition: 2.5-34 mM Na and 15-50 mM PPA).
Here LE concentration was maintained at 240 mM histidine-HCl,
and the current was held constant at 10 µA. The peak area scales
approximately as 1/σte,well and therefore reduces by ∼10-fold. As
the initial TE conductivity is lowered, the electric field in the TE
well increases, which results in a higher influx of sample ions
into the LE-TE interface. This trend is again predicted by eq 12
which gives an expression for moles of accumulated sample at a
given distance from the initial interface location. We note that the
solid lines in Figure 6 are predictions from the perturbation model
and dashed lines are predictions from the analytical model. There
is again excellent quantitative agreement between the models and
experiments.

Lastly, we present an investigation of the dependence of the
preconcentration ratio, CS,fin/CS,ini, on current, LE, and TE con-
ductivity. First, as seen in the inset in Figure 7, the preconcen-
tration ratio initially increases linearly with current and plateaus
at higher current values. The concentration of accumulated sample
at the LE-TE interface CS,fin scales as the ratio of moles of sample
accumulated (NS) to the width of the interface (δ). Again, from
eqs 12 and 13, the peak area is not influenced by the current
density but the interface width scales inversely with current
density. At high current conditions, dispersion effects begin to
dominate and so the interface width δ does not reduce inversely
with applied current (cf. Figure 5). As a result, the preconcen-
tration ratio plateaus at higher current density. Also, from Figure
7, the sample concentration follows the same inverse dependence
on TE conductivity (σTE) as the peak area. This result also follows
from the previous results of the influence of σTE on the interface

Figure 6. Plot of accumulated moles of analyte (NS,fin) in the sample
zone at x ) 41 mm, nondimensionalized with initial concentration
(CS,ini) and channel length (L), as a function of LE conductivity (σLE,
4), TE conductivity (σTE,well, O) and current (0) (shown in inset). The
experiment conditions for each case are given in the caption of Figure
2. The solid curve and the dashed-dotted curve indicate the
theoretical estimate of total accumulated sample obtained from the
perturbation model and the analytical model, respectively.

Figure 7. Plot of the analyte concentration (CS,fin) at x ) 41 mm,
nondimensionalized with initial concentration (CS,ini) as a function of
LE conductivity (σLE,4), TE conductivity (σTE,well,O) and current (0)
(shown in inset). The experiment conditions for each case are given
in the caption of Figure 2. The theoretical prediction from the
perturbation analysis model and the analytical model are shown in
the solid and dashed-dotted curves, respectively. The gray and black
lines indicate the appropriate plot axis.
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width and peak area. σTE does not affect the interface width but
results in a higher peak area (NS) for low σTE. The upper curve in
Figure 7 shows the dependence of the preconcentration ratio on
LE conductivity. Here we observe an optimum LE conductivity
(∼8 mS/cm, 100 mM histidine-HCl) at which the sample precon-
centration ratio is maximum. This is expected as higher σLE results
in higher peak area and also higher interface width (both increase
nonlinearly). The experimental data presented here agrees well
with our perturbation model, while the analytical model capture
trends but overpredicts the concentration 2-3-fold as it neglects
dispersion effects.

CONCLUSION
We have presented a theoretical model and experimental study

of sample preconcentration dynamics of commonly applied peak
mode isotachophoresis. All ITP preconcentration assays with trace
analyte concentrations operate in this regime, and ITP focusing
results in approximately Gaussian shaped analyte zone peaks.
Since the sample zone is confined within the adjacent LE-TE
interface, accurate modeling of this regime requires well resolved
ITP interfaces and accounting of dispersion effects. We apply
regular perturbation analysis to this ITP problem to reduce the
numerical stiffness of the governing equations and conclude that
the sample species in peak mode merely respond to the electric
field set up by the background LE and TE species. We use a
semiempirical dispersion model to estimate the width of the ITP
boundary, and this treatment accurately captures the observed
trends in the experiments. We also present a closed-form analytical
model that yields further intuition, at the expense of not accurately
capturing the ITP interface width. The latter analytical model
identifies key parameters governing preconcentration dynamics
and bounds the maximum achievable values of preconcentration
ratio and peak analyte concentration given perfect suppression
of EOF (i.e., negligible dispersion). We validated our perturbation
and analytical models with a detailed parametric study including
variationsincurrentdensity,LEconcentration,andTEconcentration.

The study identifies conditions required to achieve high sample
accumulation rate and concentration increase. For example, low
TE concentration achieves high accumulation rate, and the amount
of accumulated sample depends on the position of the sample zone
but not current density. High current density results in higher
preconcentration ratio, as the interface sharpens with increasing
current. In contrast, increasing LE concentration results in higher
sample concentration in the regulated TE zone and therefore
higher accumulation rate, but at the expense of a wider sample
zone width since high LE concentration also lowers the electric
field in the LE zone. These trends combine to give a critical LE
concentration at which maximum preconcentration is obtained.
The latter is contrary to predictions from traditional ITP theory
(e.g., based on KRF). Overall, the study provides useful guidelines
for designing ITP experiments and yields physical insight into
the preconcentration dynamics.
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